TRIPODS AND TRUSS. FOR

LIGTING AND SOUND

The ARK comes with 2 tripods and a truss system, normally used to get lights up high, to light a
working area, a pathway or a performance. Small speaker systems can also be mounted to these. Please
know that both the tripods and truss, either separately or combined, must be assembled by 2 or even 3
people. Do not attempt put them up in bad weather conditions.
We need any user to tell us if and how these will be used, prior to signing the user contract. We are
more then happy to help work out how best to use them and help attain additional equipment.

THE 2 TRIPODS are winch-ups. A winch, permanently attached, is used to

raise a lighting bar or truss, mounted to the highest of 3 telescopically fitting
tubes. The tripods are heavy and have hinging and folding parts that can
actually squash fingers when not careful. Therefore, at ALL times, be aware of
the other person(s) working with you and communicate to each other every
action you are doing.
Technical data:

Weight,
25 kg
Maximum load (per tripod), 85 kg
Maximum height,
4m

Every moving part or a tube sliding in
another tube, has 1 or even 2 locking
devices: 1, a bolt with large plastic
wings and 2, a spring-loaded pin that
clicks into one of a series of holes. The
spring-loaded pins have a ring to pull it
out. To hold the pin out, the ring can be
turned a quarter and rested on the edge
of its housing.

Stand the folded tripod vertical. The top
of the tripod legs can slide over the
central tripod pole. It has a wing-bolt
and a spring-pin. Undo the wing bolt, pull the spring-pin and let it rest in ‘out’ position. One person lifts
up the central mast (with winch) and the other pulls out the legs while pushing down the top of the legs.
Release the pin ring and allow the pin to click into the lowest of the holes in the mast and tighten the
wing-bolt. This is the most stable position. But if the space you have does not allow for the legs to be
spread out that far, than another holes can be used. (ALWAYS use one of the holes; NEVER only use
the wing-bolt to secure.)
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It is possible to adjust the length of one
of the legs in case of an uneven ground.
Rotate the tripod on the spot till the
tripod is leaning towards the adjustable
leg. Undo the wing-bolt and spring-pin
and lengthen till the leg till tripod is
standing vertical. Allow the pin to drop in
the closet hole to that position, and finish
by tightening the wing bolt.
In case of soft ground or expected rain,
place wooden chocks under each of the
legs. This is also another method to level
the tripod
The tripod is now ready to receive one of two supplied attachments. They are dropped and secured
over the very top of the tripod. They can be:
1. The T-bar with multiple holes to directly bolt lights to it.
2. The T-bar with sliding brackets for the use of a truss between the two tripods

It is possible that users want to bring their own attachment for special lighting or sound equipment. In
that case please know that the outer diameter of the top section of the mast is 36 mm. Never directly
clamp to this tube but always drop an and secure attachment with fitting sleave over it.
1. USING THE T-BAR WITH HOLES.
The bar is a rectangular tube with 10.5 mm holes drilled through, welded to a round tube to fit over the
tripod top. The wing-bolt to secure the bar to the tripod is shared with the 2nd T-bar. 2 inch bolts,
washers and wing-nuts are supplied, allowing to bolt 1 separate light or 2 lights above each other. See
the image adjacent for a few ways of bolting lights.
Notice how electrical cables are wound around the T-bar
to prevent long cables from dangling in the wind or
snaring on the moving parts when raising or lowering.
Lights by law need to be secured. The little 30W Led work
lights can be secured with 2 tie-wraps (not shown) tight
around its yoke and the bar. Theatre lights usually come
each with their own steel cable. Make sure the cable
cannot slip off the end if a light were to fall by wrapping it
around the vertical. 4 work lights are provided in the ARK
kit.
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RAISING THE TRIPOD to 4 m. high.
The winch pulls at a steel cable that ‘lifts’ two telescoping poles up: the inner round tube inside the
middle square tube, inside the outer round tube. The winch automatically locks secure whenever
winding up or down is stopped. There are no clips or pins to activate for that.
The winch handle is folded for transport and needs to be prepared first. Lift up the dangling handle and
rotate the ripped ring till tight against the handle arm.

The idea of a winch up is that there is no need for ladders. Lights are prepared while standing on the
ground and focusing can happen through bringing them up and down until satisfactory.
Although the winch is self-locking, the tubes need to be secured
as you take them up. The inner round tube needs to be razed first
so that it can be locked off without the use of a ladder. To do this:
lock both the wing-bolt and spring-pin fitted to the outer round
tube and open the ones on the middle square tube. Wind the
winch to raze the inner round tube. When it is nearly where you
need it to be, release the spring-pin to allow it to click in the
closest hole and then do up the wing-bolt. Then undo the bolt and
pin on the outer tube. Raze till required and lock them both by,
again, first allowing the pin to find the closest hole to the desired
height and then locking the wing-bolt. Lowering the tripod is
reversing these actions.
The tripod needs to be held down by weights, guy-wires or
ground anchors, in ALL out-door situations. The amount of weights,
or force down is depending on the amount and size of lights used.
We can advise on the best method for each use. It may be
necessary even for in-door use to secure if there is a chance of them being nocked or moved.

MOUNTING A TRUSS between 2 tripods.
In some cases it is better to use a truss for lighting then the T-bars. The ARK comes with a number of
truss elements. Using them on their own is described in the next chapter, but can be used in
combination with the tripods and is therefore described here. For this purpose one needs to use both
tripods, each with the T-bar with sliding brackets, shown in image 2 on top of page 2.
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The two tripods are placed at a distance from each
other, accommodating the length of the truss used;
not less than 2 meter and not more then 7. Please
note that the total weight lifted cannot be more then
(2 x 85=) 170 kg. Each meter of truss is 7.5 kg and a 7
meter section would already weigh about 50 kg. It is
also very important that the tripods are now stood
true vertical. The truss T-bars are placed over the top
of each of the tripods, made to be parallel to each
other and then locked with the wing-bolt. The 2
brackets on each T-bar are then slid and locked off
with 30 cm distance between the outside of the
sliding brackets, with the tripod in the middle.
The aluminium truss supplied is a 300 x 300 box-truss made with the main corner members being of 50
mm in diam.
The truss system has straight and T shaped sections. Only use the straight section for this purpose. How
they are connected will be explained in the next chapter. The section used in the image below, is made
with 4 x 1 m. sections.
Lay the truss next to the 2 tripods and adjust the distance between the tripods
so that the ends of the truss are sticking out beyond the tripods. Then lift the
truss high up above the two worker’s heads. The two workers need to be at
least 175 cm tall. (do NOT attempt to get onto a chair while lifting the truss.
Hold it above the T-bar and drop it onto the brackets. It is likely that only one
end can be dropped because of the multitude of diagonals. The helper who’s
end could be dropped can now assists the other by moving the tripod to fit the
other end.
Finish the placing by inserting the bracket pins and their R-pins.
The tripods can now be razed. It is very important that the razing happens at an
equal speed for both tripods. You may need the help of a 3rd person standing a
bit away and giving directions, or you can adjust the speed of razing by calling the numbers of handle
rotations and/or the number of holes appearing. The lowering also needs to take place with the same
speeds. Follow the same order of actions during the razing and lowering as described on page 3.
Conclude the activity with
securing the tripods with weight
or ground anchors.
It is always best to lower the
tripods for overnight storage, as
winds can be unpredictable.
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THE TRUSS SYSTEM.
A truss is a beam made from straight members of wood, steel or aluminium.
The benefit of a beam made like that is that it is lighter then a solid beam of
the same strength and has multiple connecting points. The Ark comes with an
aluminium truss system that allows for hanging lights, sound equipment, a
banner or a video projection screen.
It can be used in combination with the tripods or on its own. The system has a
number of segments that can be connected in a few different configurations:
i.e. freestanding towers, a single long span hung between trees or laid on top
of the Ark. There is enough truss to make two 4.5 m. towers. Together with the
2 tripods a performance area could then be lit from 4 sides.
The Ark’s truss is an aluminium 300 x 300 mm box truss of which there are:
-

1 x 3 m. straight piece, 20 kg
4 x 1 m. straight pieces, each 7.5
4 x 1 m. T-sections, each 8 kg
4 x 1 m. leg stabilisers
multiple connectors.

For example: in the adjacent image the 5 m. high tower is made with the 4
time 1 m straight pieces, 2 of the T-sections and then 2 leg stabilisers. It was
assembled on the ground and two people walked it up. The purpose of this
could be to have work lights shine down over a large site without being
blinded by them.
On the next page you’ll find all the configurations that could be made with
what is available with the Ark.
Each user intending to use the truss will need to discuss with us what is intended. There are simply too
many safety issues and engineering aspects to the use of the truss to try and explain them all here in
this manual. As you can probably see for yourself, anchoring these towers down will require calculations
as well extra materials that simply cannot be provided as the standard equipment. Sandbags or steel
weights are only two of the many options.
For now though here an explanation on how segments
are connected. This knowledge is needed to connect
segments and to store the elements in the container.
The ends of each segments has 4 hollow seats,
to each receive a solid aluminium cone, tapered on
both sides. All 4 cones need to be fitted before the next
truss segment can be placed over the other ends of
those cones.
The cones have two tapered holes that match
the holes in the truss ends. Insert the cones with the
biggest hole opening facing outward, on the diagonal
of the truss corner. A tapered steel locking pin is then
inserted and tapped tight with a small hammer
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(provided). Each pin has a hole in the thinnest end to receive an R-pin. This to make sure that the
locking pin cannot come undone by accident.
Below a number of configurations that can be made.
There are strength tables available for many of these configurations, which we are happy to share
during a conversation around the use of tripods and trusses.
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